Dear Student,

Here is a list of actions that can help you become more successful in this class. Choose two actions from the list below that you will accomplish in the next week. It is important for you to think about yourself and what YOU need to work on to become more successful so read the list carefully before choosing.

- Listen better in class.
- Take better class notes.
- Take part in class discussions.
- Get to class on time.
- Look over and get familiar with the chapter before it is discussed in class.
- Read the chapter and review my class notes before doing my homework.
- Ask the teacher questions if I didn’t understand the material or ideas.
- Make sure I write down the homework assignments correctly.
- Three days before the test, spend extra time studying.
- The night before the test, ask someone to help me study.
- Do a project for extra credit. Ask the teacher to assign you the project.
- Change my seat in the class.
- Hand in my homework on time.
- Take a few minutes extra to check my homework before I hand it in.
- Ask a classmate or a friend for help.